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 The Mat Companion series gives you beautifully illustrated, step-by-step instructions on how
best to use scientific principles to obtain the maximum benefit from your own practice. Each
book includes the Bandha Yoga Codex, a straightforward five-step process that can be applied to
any pose to improve strength, flexibility, and accuracy -- regardless of what style of yoga you
practice. Ray Long guides you on a visual narrative through the anatomy, biomechanics, and
physiology of this ancient artwork, decoding each pose on the way.Master the research behind
the arm balances and inversions of Hatha Yoga. Dr.
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.again, in perfect new condition etc. Getting the illustrations in such details has provided my
students the opportunity to really visualize what they're striving for in each pose! I desire the
bindings were stronger; Make sure to get all in the series, along with Ray Long's Scientific
Keys.The book have a guide for muscles used in every asana or involved in it. see review for vol
1 vol 4 arrived separately packaged individuallyafter vols 1/2/3 that have been sent ahead right
asavailable, in order to avoid delay and at no extra cost..all arrived well before estimated
delivery period..!.having now got some opportunity to go through thru these volsbeyond initial
[delighted] skimming and sampling, the bestamplification is probably that everything stated
inmy review of vol 1 has been further verified.. They actually helped me learn and UNDERSTAND
the muscle tissue of the body and how they work and cues to activate specific ones.A must have
reserve, Excellent!best advice is still to fully investigate dr longs greatwebsite bandahyoga.com
that allows you to go thru thesewonderful books web page by web page at the click of a mouse..
They are brilliant if you're a significant yoga student. I am OBSESSED with these books!Inside
you will discover guidelines to ace the final Asana, choices for preparing it like another asanas or
how exactly to make use of props (like in Iyengar style).namastecarl ESSENTIAL for Yogis! I am a
NASM certified fitness expert and I take advantage of these books constantly. Use this book
often for reference and has a lot of information... All of the Yoga Mat Companion books certainly
are a must in case you are in the fitness field. If you are not used to the practice, probably get
something a bit more simple to start, and buy most of these!the more you read and take in the
info andamazing imagery, the even more you realize that creativeexperts in teaching and yoga
have attempted a new standardfor this kind of yoga physiology teaching resource. You don't
have to practice yoga to have the benefits from these books. I do plan on eventually going
through yoga teacher schooling at some point in my career and I understand having these will
definitely benefit me. Good information. All of the Yoga exercise Mat Companion books
certainly are a must . Amazing series of illustrations and direction This whole series is
wonderfully illustrated - a complete guide. Great breakdown! Having this book has been a great
instrument to help my students break down poses even more. One of the "will need to have"
book for each and every Yoga exercises instructor or student. If you are a instructor or students
looking to deepen your very own practice, this is a must have! Indispensable This series is a
terrific adjunct to any yoga teaching practice. If you are working with an injury, or tightness, the
illustrations and text provide clear explanations with technical precision.The standard of the
paper, the drawings, the fine detail of the muscles, the clarity of the info,etc. I'll eventually need
to get these in digital form.
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